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As most of you might already be aware, the Saudi Authorities have fixed the
day of Arafat for Monday 20th August and they will celebrate Eidul Adha on
Tuesday 21st August. But for Mauritius and several other countries around the
world, Eidul Adha will be celebrated on Wednesday 22nd of August. Incha
Allah we will pray Salaatul Eid here in Baitul Rahma mosque at 9:30 am, after
which there will be a collective lunch. We hope and pray that all our members
come on time so that we may start on time. There are still five days before Eid
and we should all try to use this time to be engaged in asking for forgiveness
from Allah, in the remembrance of Allah, in reading the Holy Quran, in
praying Nawafil and in doing as many good deeds as possible with the hope
that Allah might accept whatever good we might do to please Him, incha
Allah.
Since Eidul Adha has a close relationship with the Hajj, I want to share with
you some information I have read on the net about the organization of the Hajj
by the Saudis. By the Grace of Allah, there is no gathering which can be
compared to the Hajj anywhere in the world. It is unique. The Saudi king as
the custodian of the two holy places, namely, Mecca and Medina have poured
billions of dollars to make the pilgrimage safe, peaceful and enjoyable for all
the pilgrims. Approximately 2 million pilgrims are expected to perform the
Hajj this year, which is one and a half times the population of Mauritius. Hajj
begins on the eighth day of Dhul Hijjah, the last month of the Islamic calendar
which falls on August 19 this year. It will end on August 24.
The Ministry of Hajj and Umrah announced that it will work with the Saudi
Communications and Information Technology Commission to set up 16,000
communication towers and more than 3,000 Wi-Fi hotspots. These towers will
provide pilgrims with undisrupted 4G mobile internet to maintain contact with
their families and make use of the ministry’s online services.
The authorities also launched the “Smart Hajj” initiative, providing pilgrims
with smartphone apps to help them through the pilgrimage. The app Asefny
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allows users to send health reports through their phones and request medical
care in emergencies. The app tracks a pilgrim’s location in order to provide
them with services or assistance to those with special needs.
The Ministry of Hajj and Umrah also launched the new version of the
Manasikana app meant to guide pilgrims through every step of Hajj, from
signing up for the pilgrimage to their return home. Available in eight different
languages, it provides information that includes prayer times and flight
schedules, the weather forecast for Makkah, Madinah and Jeddah, emergency
numbers, the location of the nearest emergency centre and currency exchange
rates.
Makkah becomes one of the most densely populated areas in the world during
Hajj, with millions of people moving in unison to perform the rituals. A total
of 1,535 flights carrying pilgrims are expected this year, with the rest arriving
overland and sea.
The Ministry of Hajj and Umrah has employed 16,000 people to guide the
pilgrims as they travel from Makkah to Mount Arafat, a 20-kilometre journey.
The Haj is not only the world’s largest mass movement of people. Until
recently, it was also the world’s largest traffic jam. Journeys of just a few
kilometers could take hours as pilgrims moved en masse, all in the same
direction. As the number of visitors rose each year, the problem got worse.
But over the past decade, and particularly the past five years, Saudi authorities
have turned that problem into an opportunity.
As pilgrims begin to take part in this year’s Hajj, they are probably unaware
they are at the centre of an emerging research community looking at how to
manage crowds, whether they’re on their feet, in cars or using mass transit.
That work has transformed the experience of the Hajj in small ways that have
made a huge difference. Researchers say the journey from the Jeddah airport
into Mecca, for example, now averages three hours, down from seven a few
years ago. The 30,000 buses carrying passengers from Arafat to Muzdalifah
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on one leg of the pilgrimage now travel at roughly 64 kph, compared to
gridlock before.
Infrastructure upgrades give pilgrims multiple travel options for the trip.
Trains departing every 15 minutes will carry thousands of pilgrims, while cars
and buses are also commonly used.
However, some pilgrims prefer to make the journey on foot in the traditional
way. The three-hour walk in temperatures that reach the high 40s can be
arduous and potentially dangerous. Congestion during peak hours can make
the journey even longer. The ministry posts employees and healthcare
professionals along the way to tend to the hundreds of thousands making the
journey.
From policemen spraying cool water from backpack-mounted tanks to airconditioned marble floors, Hajj officials attempt to make the summer heat of
Makkah as bearable as possible.
Outdoor cooling equipment and sprinklers have also been installed along the
most congested routes to try to bring temperatures down.
Massive walkways and bridges have been built to create multiple lanes for
those travelling by foot, each staffed with healthcare professionals and
government employees handing out water and snacks.
The Ministry of Hajj and Umrah organized the inaugural Hajj
Hackathon earlier this month to help it come up with technological
solutions to some of the pilgrimage's most pressing issues.
The challenge of Hajj is to co-ordinate two million people visiting three sites
and performing religious rituals at specific times over a span of a week.
The event offered cash prizes to the top three participants, amounting to two
million Saudi riyals (Dh1.96m), to transform their ideas into application-based
solutions.
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An all-female team of Saudi and Yemeni computer programmers won the first
place with “Turjuman", an instant translation app aimed at facilitating
communication between pilgrims from all over the world.
The competition’s eight-member judging panel included Steve Wozniak, cofounder of Apple.
Other ideas included "Hajj Wallet", which came in second place, winning
500,000 riyals. The app would allow pilgrims to pay through their phones for
services during Hajj — thereby reducing cases of pickpocketing.
All these small bits of information give us an idea how the Saudis are keen to
make the Hajj as easy and bearable for all those who go there. They have been
making great progress these past years. Incha Allah they will continue to
improve in the years to come.
Now I will read to you two extracts from the writings of Hazrat Masih Maood
(as) about Hajj. From what we can infer about the Hajj we may say that its
rituals aim to help pilgrims to achieve self-purification. This is an important
objective that no pilgrim can ignore. Hazrat Masih Maood (as) has written
about this matter as follows:
“Another form of worship is Hajj—the Pilgrimage; which does not mean that
a person should carry out the formality of the Pilgrimage by providing for his
journey across the ocean with money lawfully or unlawfully acquired and
having repeated the prayers and formulas according to the directions of the
servitors of the Ka’bah, and come back and boast that he has performed the
Pilgrimage. The purpose that God Almighty has appointed for the Pilgrimage
is not achieved in this manner. The truth is that the last stage of the seeker’s
journey is that withdrawing himself altogether from the demands and desires
of the self, he should be completely engulfed by the love of God and show
complete devotion to Him. A true lover sacrifices his soul and heart; and the
circuit of the House of Allah is a visible sign of such a sacrifice. As there is a
House of Allah here below on the earth, so there is one in heaven. Until a
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person performs the circuit of the House above, his circuit of the House below
is not truly performed. One who performs the circuit of the House below puts
aside all garments, retaining only one of them to cover his body, but he who
performs the circuit of the House above discards all garments altogether and
becomes naked for the sake of God. The circuit is a sign of the lovers of God.
They go round the Ka’bah as if they have no will of their own left and they are
devoted wholly to Him. (Speeches to Jalsa Salana 1906)
“Allah desires to make all mankind as if they were all one person. This could
also be called a democratic singularity. Under this concept the diverse
mankind could be considered as one individual. The purpose of religion is also
that the human race be united in the form of the beads of a Tasbeeh (rosary)
through one thread.
The congregational prayers or Salat is also for such unification so that all the
worshipers are counted as one. The reason why we are prescribed to stand
shoulder to shoulder is so that whoever has greater wisdom or spiritual
charisma is able to influence the weak. It is hoped that spiritual influence of
the wise will diffuse into the weak. The Hajj is also for the same plan.
Allah started the plan of democratic singularity by instructing that all Muslims
of a locality should say the five prayers in congregation in the local mosque;
so that the moral qualities can be exchanged and the wisdom and light replaces
weaknesses. By such interaction Muslims are introduced to each other and
develop affection for each other. Such introduction is very important since it
leads to affection, which is the basis of the unification. […]
The second Divine instruction is that on Friday for the Friday prayer Muslims
should gather in the main mosque of the towns. It is hard for all the people of
the town to get together on a daily basis. Therefore, it was suggested that all
the citizens of a town should at least weekly get acquainted with each other
and promote unity. By such a scheme, eventually, all of them will unite in one
body or singularity. Then on an annual basis Allah has prescribed that the Eid
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prayers be said at a regional level so that acquaintance and affection grow
wider and helps in the process of democratic singularity.
In the same theme, for the unity of the whole world, Allah has prescribed the
Hajj at least once in one’s lifetime so that representatives of all people
assemble together in the expanse of Makkah. In summary, this is Allah’s
desire that affection and love among mankind progress.” (Malfuzaaat)
From this extract, we learn more about the wisdom of the Promised Messiah.
He has helped us to understand how unity is important amongst Muslims and
it has to be cultivated. They should do their best to promote it and they are
expected to do their utmost not to impair it. This is something on which we
should all reflect. The Holy Quran tells us “Innamal moumenouna ikhwatoun
fa aslehou bayna akhawaykoum” meaning “Surely all believers are brothers so
make peace between your brothers.” Unfortunately, we see that Muslims
themselves inflict war upon their own brothers because they do not want to
live in peace. In the past twenty to thirty years, many misfortunes have fallen
on the Umma and there is no one who is ready to establish peace between
them. As long as the Muslims fight amongst themselves, their enemies will be
most happy because their internal fight will wither their strength. May Allah
open the heart of all Muslims to understand personally and nationally how to
do their best to promote, establish and live peacefully with one another in
order to make the world a better place. May Allah help the Ahmadi Muslims
also to realize that they cannot continue to flout the teachings of Allah and His
prophet with impunity for long. May Allah grant us the opportunity to pray to
Him in such a way that He accepts our Prayers incha Allah. Ameen.
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